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Beloved Palestine
I have decided to publish some names and photos of the Israeli military
personnel who participated in the so-called “Operation Cast Lead”, the
offensive launched by the Israeli Occupation Forces (IOF) on the Gaza Strip
between 27 December and 18 January 2009. The names of these criminals
called my attention since the first day of their criminal attack against the
Palestinian civilians in Gaza. I consider each person who took part in this IOF
and each one whose name appears in this report as a war criminal who should
be requested by an international court of justice, just like all other war
criminals who were persecuted before…
My decision is a challenge to the State of Israel, to the Israeli attorney
generalMazuz and the military headquarters, who forbade the media from
publishing the names of the Israeli officers who lead “Operation Cast Lead” in
Gaza, murdering 1310, and wounding over 5600, over 90% of these casualties
being civilians, destroying public and the private property in many parts of
towns and cities, and completely razing several areas completely to the
ground.
The Israeli Attorney General Menachem Mazuz is conniving with others the war
crimes committed in Gaza. These others are Ehud Barak, Ehud Olmert and his
cabinet of criminals, and the military counterpart, Brigadier General Avihai
Mandelblit. Chief of Staff Gabi Ashkenazi is equally involved in the war crimes
in Gaza. The Attorney General of Israel asked his military counterpart to open a
quick investigation among the military as an “alternative” measure to hinder
potentially “hundreds” of international lawsuits against Israeli officials alleging
war crimes against the Gaza population during the operation has been widely
anticipated. There is growing concern in the offices of the Israeli justice and
war ministries because they expect a massive wave of lawsuits for human
rights violations against Israeli officers and politicians.
The criminal intentions of Menechem Mazuz, namely helping to cover up war
crimes of the State of Israel by giving an advice to the military, and by opening
a “formal and internal investigations” is a clear fraud planned by the Israeli
ministry of justice. Such a behavior is not that of a state, it is the behavior of a
criminal organization trying to escape their well deserved punishment.
The military censor of Israel is preventing the media from identifying officers
who participated in the Gaza Strip IOF, and divulging information about them
which could be used in legal proceedings against them in courts of justice
abroad. There is great concern at the defense and the justice ministries that
Israeli officers will be singled out in a massive wave of suits for human rights
violations.
In recent days the censor has forbidden publishing the full names and
photographs of officers from the level of battalion commander down. It is
assumed that the identity of brigade commanders has already been made
known. The censor also forbids any reports tying a particular officer of
battlefield command rank (lieutenant to lieutenant colonel) to destruction
inflicted in a particular area.
The Israeli war criminal number one, Ehud Barak, stated that the State of Israel
bears the responsibility for sending IOF troops on missions in Gaza, as well as
for defending civilians, and as such it is obligated to grant its full support to
these officers and soldiers who participated in the IOF in Gaza. Barak said that
no harm should come to officers and soldiers as a result of their involvement in
the operation.
The war criminal Barak ordered the IOF to set up a team of intelligence and
legal experts to collect evidence related to operations in Gaza that could be
used to defend military commanders against future lawsuits abroad.
Here are Some Names of the Israeli War Criminals who Operated in Gaza
Brig Gen Jonathan Locker, head of Israeli air forces which operated in Gaza.
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Maj. Gen. Ido Nehushtan, a war criminal, Commander of Israeli air forces which
lead all the operation of destruction with tons of phosphorus bombs. Major
General Ido Nehushtan is the Head of the IDF Plans and Policy Directorate. He
was a flight instructor in the IAF during “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza. He
served as an operational pilot on A-4 “Skyhawk,” “F-4 “Phantom” and F-16.
General Nehushtan was a member of the IAF Aerobatics squad. General
Nehushtan held senior staff and command positions including Director of Air
Force Intelligence, Head of Air Division and Chief of Air Staff and Deputy IAF
Commander.
Colonel Ron Ashrov, a war criminal, Commander of the Northern Gaza, deputy
to the Givati Brigade.
Brigadier-General Eyal Eisenberg - Commander of all the IOF war criminal
forces of “Operation Cast Lead” were under his command in Gaza Division. He
personally participated in the war. He commanded the operations, in which
Armored and Engineering corps units, as well as infantry soldiers were taking
part. Eisenberg also commanded a division during the Second Lebanon War.
Colonel Yigal Slovik, commander of 401st Armored Corps Brigade convoy,
entered Gaza in a Merkava tank from Netzarim and he did not stop until it
reached the coast. He murdered the Palestinian civilians who raised the white
flags, and he destroyed many houses over the head of the people. The brigade
units also conducted numerous raids targeting public infrastructure.
Sho’alay Marom, Brigadier (res.) Col. Moshe Orr, razed to the ground hundreds
of houses in Rafah, and in Jabalia.
Lt. Col. Yoav Mordechai, he served as a commander of the criminal Golani
infantry brigade’s 13th Battalion in Gaza and in the “second Lebanon war”. He
attacked the Tel al-Hawa neighborhood, where hundreds of Palestinian
residents who had fled on foot were murdered under his instructions. In one
well-known incident, about more 150 Palestinian civilians were gathered by
the IOF in a house, and then the house was bombed and shelled. Lt. Col. Yoav
Mordechai is a friend of the PA, and it is known that he coordinated his crimes
with the PA.
Lt. Col. Oren Cohen, a war criminal, commander of Battalion 13 in the Golani
Brigade, who led on night his troops into eastern of Gaza City, they murdered
over hundred Palestinian. He was moderately wounded by the Israeli war
criminal friends. Cohen and his soldiers operated during the second Lebanon
war.
Lt. Col. Avi Blot, a war criminal, commander of the 101st Battalion in the
Paratrooper Brigade.
Lieutenant-Colonel Yehuda Cohen, battalion commander in Givati infantry
Brigade’s Rotem Regiment, a war criminal in the second war in Lebanon, and a
war criminal in Gaza.

Lieutenant-Colonel Ronen Dagmi, deputy commander of the 401st Armored
Brigade which operated in “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.
Col. Avi Peled, a war criminal, a commander brigade in Battalion 51 who
operated in Gaza during “Operation Cast Lead”, and he was operated during
the second war of Lebanon.
Brig.-Gen. ( res.) Zvika Fogel, a war criminal, a former deputy OC Southern
Command in charge of artillery fire for Operation Cast Lead. Zvika and his son
Zivi Fogel participated in “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.
Brigadier-General Yuval Halamish, Chief IOF Intelligence Officer, participated in
“Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.
Col. Hertzi Halevy, brigade commander, a former Sayeret Matkal, commander
of the Israel Paratroopers’ Brigade in Gaza, committed war crimes in Gaza
during “Operation Cast Lead”.
Col. Tomer Tsiter, a Givati squad commander from Ra’anana, participated in
the massacre in Gaza during “Operation Cast Lead”, and previously he
participated in the massacre “Operation Defensive Shield” in the Jenin refugee
camp in 2002.
Gur Rosenblatt, infantry reserve officer, participated in “Operation Cast Lead”
in Gaza.
Guy Ohaion, infantry reserve officer, participated in “Operation Cast Lead” in
Gaza.
Lt. Col. Erez, armored corps, tank commander, participated in “Operation Cast
Lead” in Gaza.
Maj. Nimrod Aloni, participated in “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.
Lieutenant Colonel (res.) Shlomo Saban, participated in “Operation Cast Lead”
in Gaza.
Capt. Ron Vardi, a war criminal, participated in “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.

Colonel Avichai Mandelblut, (another possible spelling is Mendelblit), disclosed
that his officers were attached throughout the war to all the commanders,
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from the Chief of Staff down to the Division Commander.
Col. Pnina Sharvit-Baruch, head of the International Law Department, Military
Advocate General’s Office, Israel criminal “Defence” Forces. Sharvit-Baruch
legitimized the war crimes operation “Cast Lead” in Gaza. She justified the
killing of Palestinian civilians including hundreds of children.
Under Sharvit-Baruch’s command, IDF legal experts legitimized strikes and
the collective murders in Gaza, she said to the IDF war criminals during the
operation “Cast Lead” in Gaza go-ahead. Sharvit-Baruch and her division
believed that the killing of Palestinian civilians in a house whose residents the
IDF has warned might be considered legally justified, although the IDF does
not actually target civilians in this way. According to a senior official in the
international law division, “Our goal is not to tie down the army, but to give it
the tools to win in a way that is legal.”
Col. Pnina Sharvit-Baruch, reviewed the international law pertaining to urban
warfare. She argued several times, that from a strictly legal point of view Israel
was entitled to use artillery against targets in Palestinian urban areas. “If they
are launching rockets against us from built-up areas, or building bombs in the
basements of apartment buildings, we are within our rights to shell these areas
in response,” said Sharvit during a Conference on Urban Warfare in the
Territories.
Lieutenant-General Gabi Ashkenazi, IOF Chief of Staff, whose father was a
holocaust survivor from Bulgaria and whose mother was born in Syria. This
moral degenerate is the engineer of this new holocaust in Gaza. He committed
war crimes in south of Lebanon. Three of his soldiers were captured by the
Hizbullah resistance after they illegally crossed into Lebanon as a provocation
ordered by him.
Chief Army Rabbi, Colonel Avichai Ronsky, “Chief Army Rabbi”, Colonel Avichai
Ronsky, founder and head of Yeshiva in the illegal Itamar in the north of West
Bank, a former deputy Tank Commander. He is the author of works on religion
and the military. He studied with the hate preaching Col. Rabbi Yisrael Weiss.
In 2007, he opened a new course trains Yeshiva graduates for the army
whoserved in combat units to be battalion rabbis in reserves. The first course,
which was considered a “pilot” took place at Army Training Base 1, lasted for
six weeks and had 109 soldier graduates.
Colonel Avichai Ronsky declared that his job is to reinforce the “fighting spirit”
of the soldiers.He is a man of the extreme right terrorists, not far from the
spirit of the late Rabbi Meir Kahane, whose party was outlawed in Israel for its
fascist ideology. Under the auspices of the army rabbinate, religious-fascist
brochures of the ultra-right “rabbis” were distributed to the soldiers.
Major-General Yoav Galant, southern command chief. He was the chief
commander in charge of “Operation Cast Lead”. He personally participated in
the massacre against civilians in Gaza.
Richard Awizrat, Senior Warrant Officer, participated in “Operation Cast Lead”
in Gaza, and he also participated in the massacre in Jenin of 2002, during
“Operation Defensive Shield”.
Major General Amos Yadlin, Military Intelligence chief, participated in
“Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.
War Criminals Preparation Team
Yuval Diskin, Shin Bet security service chief, the organizer of the war in Gaza.
Due to his personal recommendation, the IAF bombed the hospitals and the
medical centers of Gaza.
Ehud Olmert, the corrupt Israeli Prime Minster legitimized the War in Gaza
together with his cabinet.
Ehud Barak, Israeli War Minister, planned “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza in
order to improve his chances during the next elections.
Tzipi Livni, Foreign Minister of Israel, who leads the Israeli propaganda to
legitimize the massacre and destruction in Gaza, planned and coordinated
“Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza in order to improve her chances during the next
elections
The names of many other war criminals from the infantry, tanks, combat
engineers, artillery, and intelligence who participated in the war crimes in
Gaza are still unknown. They should not feel safe either. War crimes, crimes
against humanity and genocide are proscribed and prosecuted in all countries
of the world in one way or other, and there exists no statute of limitations for
such crimes. The “protection” offered by Mazuz and his cronies is weak, first of
all because the fact that such “protection” is offered is a implicit admission of
guilt, and because national and international statutes specifically address the
issue of sham “proceedings which are instituted to protect the guilty”, and
because since the Nuremberg proceedings against the German army, following
orders is no excuse and does not absolve of culpability. We and others will
continue doing whatever is possible to find out the names of as many of the
criminals who participated in Gaza as possible, and any information which will
put them behind bars.
More names of Israeli war criminals
Here is a list which includes some names of IDF war criminals who were injured
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during the ethnic cleansing “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza. These soldiers were
not injured in Tel Aviv or in Israel during a terror attack, they were all injured
in Gaza, after they murdered hundreds of civilians, most of them were injured
by Israeli tank fire and phosphor bombs. They are all criminals. These names
were described in several places as heroes and victims, but the truth is that
they are war criminals.
Aharon Yehoshua ben Chaya Shoshanah known as (Aharon Karov), a platoon
commander in the Paratroopers’ Battalion 890. Karov is the son of Chaya and
Karnei, colonist Rabbi Ze’ev Karov, a Yeshiva terrorists school in Kedumim
near Nablus. He is also the brother-in-law of the war Brig.-Gen. Yoav
Mordechai, who replaced the commander of the Golani’s Battalion 13 after the
latter was wounded in the January 5 friendly-fire incident in which three
soldiers died.
Val Jenam, a Druze soldier, of the Golani brigade (who was wounded in Gaza
after an IDF tank accidentally fired on infantry troops).
Avi Cohen.
Ben ben Batya.
Ben Ben Netiva.
Daniel ben Sarah.
Daniel Tamarov.
Edward ben Sarah.
Elishama Shalom ben Rivka Leah.
Gal ben Aliza (Elsa).
Gershom Elazar ben Chasha Alita.
Hoshea ben Miriam.
Li’el Hoshea ben Miriam.
Moshe ben Eidi.
Moshe ben Pnina Rose.
Nechemia Shalom Dover ben.
Netanel ben Fanny.
Netanel ben Mazal Tov.
Noam ben Aliza.
Ohad Ben Bracha.
Oleg Dizengoff.
Oren ben Avraham.
Oren ben Bat-Sheva.
Oren Ben Chaya Ori Noga.
Rafi Cohen.
Ran Ben Mirel.
Refael ben Nina, (or Rafael Ben Dina).
Ron ben Yisrael Litshy .
Roni Rapaport.
Tom ben Chana.
Wahal Mijan.
Yakov ben Orly.
Yakov ben Yardena.
Yaakov Wolf, UK citizen, who grew up in London and moved to Kibbutz Gadot
in the north in 2007.
Yedidya Schlesinger.
Yosef Haim Ben Ziva.
The Illegal and Criminal Israeli colonists from associated by Chabad who
participated in “Operation Cast Lead” in Gaza.Please notice that the names of
the Chabad extremists are religious names which means that they are son of
their mother. It’s possible that in their passport are identified with another
name, also the Chabad soldiers hold US Nationality,
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Mor Mordechai ben Orna.
Moshe ben Channa Malka.
Dvir Ben Leah.
Refael Ben Dina.
Neria Cen Rivka.
Oren Ben Ilana from Golani unit.
Ronen Chaya Ben Leah.
Ron Ben Havatzelet or Chavzalet.
Eitan Ben Sara.
Gal Ben Chedva or Hedva.
Ran Ben Pearl.
PinchasYair ben Yocheved.
Eitan ben Sara.
Gal ben Chedva.
Netanel ben Fanny.
Idan Ben Nady.
Nechamia Shalom Duber (or Dover) ben Arlene, son of a Chabad extremist
terrorist Alon Moreh.
Yitzchak Ben Naava.
Ohad Ben Bracha.
Netanel Ben Naava , “or Navah”.
Geva ben Avital.
Rotem Kuint ben Leah, a war criminal in Lebanon and Gaza.
Or ben Rachel.
Itai ben Rinat.
Ron ben Bilhah.
Moshe ben Dina.
Maxim ben Olga.
Eran ben Bat Sheva.
Avishai ben Miriam.
Yisrael Ben Ilana.
Yoad Ido Ben Frieda Rivka, (or Frieda Elka), possibly a German National.
Idan Ben Liora.
Nadav Ben Maria (or Miriam).
Sagi Ben Osnat.
Omer Ben Dorit.
Lior Ben Mazal.
Yizgeni Ben Elizabeth (or Elizbeta).
Chaim Moshe Naftali ben Rut Reizel.
Shachaf ben Dalia.
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